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Eliminating or stripping the hand means eliminating all safe exit cards from a defender's 

hand so he either has to lead the suit you want him to lead or he gives you a sluff and a 

ruff. 

 

Example: 

6♠ is guaranteed with an elimination and end play. 

The ♥Queen was led against 6♠. Win the ace and cash the ace and king of trump. 

    ♠A1097   ♥A2   ♦AK32   ♣K105 

 

           

 

    ♠KJ82   ♥K3   ♦QJ54   ♣AJ3 

 

Finish stripping the hand by cashing the ♥King first and then the four diamonds. 

 
    ♠109   ♥   ♦   ♣K105 

 

           

 

    ♠J8   ♥   ♦   ♣AJ3 

 
If the opponent ruffs a diamond with the Queen, he is end played. If he holds up with the 

Queen♠, throw him in with a spade. Whoever wins the Queen♠ must play clubs or give a 

sluff and a ruff. 6♠ makes no matter what, a 100% chance. However, if one can guess 

spades and clubs correctly, a 25% chance, one can make 7♠. With guessing, there is a 50% 

chance to make 6♠ and a 25% chance to go down. With no chance to make 7♠, I will take 

the 100% chance to make 6♠. 
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duck first spade-south did not do a weak two to avoid over-ruff of 4th spade. I would have opened 2♠ 

with the south hand and declarer would never make 4♥ if he assumed I did a weak two with six cards. It 

is clearly a third seat weak two with five cards here. 

 

Win second spade and play a small heart to dummy. North will win Queen and exit a trump. Win Jack 

and play a diamond to the Ace-Draw trump and play a diamond towards the queen. North will have to 

lead a club. Duck to your queen. Remember North exited a heart not a club earlier. I did not duck a 

spade so I went down one beacuase of the end play. Without the end play and not ducking a spade 

(stripping North of a spade exit card) I would lose 2 spades one trump and two minor Kings for down 2. 

On the fourth spade I would have to ruff with the ♥3 and overruff North with the jack thus drawing a 

trump winner. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 


